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A DRIVE THROUGH PARADISE

Jessica Hedstrom

You see, the government was after me. Not me. Her. I. Who?
They took my kids. And my dog. I’m an artist except I can’t
because my family was hunted in the palm trees and the
running that hid in the time to breathe. The pressure grew
and grew so peacefully, and I knew they smelled the history,
in the heat and the flies and startled sparkles in the street. A
kind of home, not caring, but dead. 

Oh, the waves are loud today! Clink, clink, why so loud?
Coins on the bus; silver, copper, black – they rattle and cackle,
hoarse laughing floating out of a metal box. You know they
can’t track you, they track you through your card, right? I
don’t have one. Hey! But it’s better because the only…

…and  you’d  think  the  cold  white  headphones  would
stop  the  splashing,  but  they  don’t.  Instead  they’re  a  bill-
board, a bright white sign,  dump t all here, and I sit on
the grey seats and the crashing slithering and rising falling
slides up and down around me because I’m the sand on the
beach  outside  the  window  and  the  waves  glide  up  and
down, up and down, up and down, smoothing the edges off
the bus,  shrinking it into a streamlined barrel,  round and
loud,  with  no  escape,  except  to  crash,  and  it’s  loud,  the
whole way there. 

                                                                                                                                



364

Reaghan Hearn

I walk.
My Puma Ignites leave remains of Eastbourne walks with you
In Chadwell Heath.
And I carry it all with me.

Daddy’s getting me new trainers again
And thank fuck,
Because I bought all these with you.
So now,
I will walk
On untouched snow,
Breaking in trainers,
Stomping new memories into
Tunnels which
Are likely to have run
Parallel to yours.

We walked from the beginning.
Our footprints formed a blueprint, a map
And all the purposeful tunnels intersected
And the people have
Commemorated pit-stops with stamps
In chronology.

And you, soul of familiar hue and humour
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Left mine dripping in ink
’til my heart overfilled and it
Overflowed.
Engulfed my organs, bones. Now
My blood runs black
I’ve got an abundance, around
364 or more
Acts of needle-thrusting permanence
Penetrated through pores.

Time confirms I am the weather
And you, the Sun.
You burn as bright as the last million years
And I use each moment for electric expression.
Thunderous and ill-defined.
You are one,
And I am everywhere.

Your tunnels’ intersections
Are carefully mapped
And I
Scout routes where I could possibly
See you again.
When I do,
Absence of presence overwhelms senses and
I hear no affection.
You once coddled my
9 a.m. burdens.
You once
Stroked my insecurities and
Boxed them up in the attic.
Then they
All descended through the roof
My existence, laden with dust
With mites eating away at old memories.
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Your neat universe
Weighs heavy in my muscle memory
And now I look for beings that
Don’t leave my messages on read
And beings that
See roots expanding from my extremities.
I look for beings
To sip the same water with whilst
Tangling roots in the soil’s depths.

I will for the inks which
Tint my iris and the
Inks that stamped moments into tunnels of mine,
The inks that drowned my heart to
Defy biology principles.
Overexposure of inks has
Left me with histamine response
And I’m
Coughing and spluttering
Black over white walls.
I’m sneezing memories into tissues before
Binning them.
I’m expelling your colour,
And finding mine.
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THRILLS

Logan Robichaud

The Malibu sits on the side of the 7-Eleven, out of view of
the storefront, out of the glow of the streetlights. The man
sits in the passenger seat. 

‘A nice change of pace,’ he jokes. The woman pokes him
in the ribs, leans over his lap, and pops open the glovebox.
There are tissues, napkins, the User’s Manual, and a revolver.
You can see where the previous owner’s hands touched the
gun, the silver dirtied a shiny black. 

The man puts on leather gloves, and panty hose over his
face. He read online hose is better than a ski mask, because
no one can see your eyes. Besides, it’s hot outside. The air is
thick with vapour from the lake a half-mile south. His black
suit is made of a light breathable fabric: Egyptian cotton. He
can  hear  someone  watching  television  with  the  window
open. Cars on the adjacent road speed by, radios blaring.

When he walks in, the store clerk has his back turned,
shelving boxes of Camels.

The robber clears his throat. 
The clerk makes a tired swivel, but as soon as he sees the

gun he grows two inches taller. He’s overdue for a shave. His
eyes are green, and his glasses are taped together on the left
side. His gulp is audible. 

The robber almost laughs. Doesn’t anyone surprise you
anymore? What happened to discovery, awe, wonder? A gun
shatters all of that, reducing everyone.

                                                                                                                                



‘I don’t have the code. It’s a drop safe, on the floor. But
I’ll give you whatever’s in my wallet, in the register. You can
take anything in the store. Of course.’

‘I don’t want your wallet. Just open the register.’
The register won’t open unless someone makes a purchase,

so the clerk scans a pack of spearmint gum. It opens with a
ding. The clerk begins collecting the bills, even the coins.

‘You have a baseball bat back there, don’t you?’
Without looking up from the register, the clerk says, ‘Yeah.

Don’t worry though.’
‘Thanks.’
‘No problem.’ The clerk counts the money like a bank

teller. ‘Sixty-four dollars, eighty-two cents.’
‘You have a good evening. Call the cops now.’
‘OK?’
The robber shoves the bills in one jacket pocket, the coins

in the other. As he’s walking out, a bill falls from his pocket.
The clerk’s instinct is to call out to him, but why stop the
robber from leaving? Besides, it almost looked like he wanted
to drop it, like a calling card. Once the robber is gone, the
clerk goes for his phone. Then he walks around the counter
and picks up the bill  the robber dropped.  It’s  a  crisp one-
hundred, and on the back it reads: for your troubles. 

He pockets it and gives the 7-Eleven’s address to the op-
erator who answers his call. 

The Audi is parked at the lake, where the man and woman
switch cars and abandon the unused pistol. The man drives
and the woman places a call to ChinaBowl. Fifteen minutes
later, the man walks into the restaurant, sans panty hose and
gloves. He pays the fifteen dollar bill with his card and puts
the stolen money into the tip jar. The door closes before the
woman at the counter can thank him. 
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At home, Howard and Nancy turn on their television and
curl up on the couch with their take-out. Nancy ordered the
chicken lo mein, Howard the beef and broccoli. They split
wontons.  Wilson,  their  terrier,  hops up beside them. He’s
freshly groomed. Afterward, they open a bottle of wine, red,
worth more than all the money they stole from the 7-Ele-
ven. They have glasses, but they end up taking swigs from
the mouth of the bottle. They’re laughing, smiling, and neither
of them mention the robbery, or the fundraiser tomorrow;
a friend is running for the position of comptroller. 

After finishing the bottle they follow each other to the
bedroom, but not the bed. They’re tearing off clothes, falling
to the floor with such slowness; they look like they’re melt-
ing. How long can two people be in love? Howard pulls her
hips toward his mouth. Has he ever been more attracted to
her than when she screeched away from the 7-Eleven? She
remembers him taking off his gloves by the lake, like a com-
mon criminal. He doesn’t even wonder if her cum and sweat
will  damage  the  hardwood.  He moves  forward like  diving
into the gym pool, which he does five times a week, and she
gasps before cutting her breath short. What is the difference
between a shiver and a shake? She does both. The floor is
cold,  and he fills  her.  She imagines herself  an overflowing
vase, a newlywed girl, a drug dealer’s whore with a knife at
her throat, an androgynous man, a cloud being blown west.
Her husband twists her neck between his teeth. They both
still  smell  like  soy  sauce  and dry  wine.  Howard begins  to
mumble to Nancy, and at first she doesn’t know what he’s
saying. She realises he’s describing someone: the store clerk.
Howard is speaking of his hair, his age, his skin. And Nancy
is moaning, yes, fuck, yes, just like he were telling her how
tight she is, how much he loves her, all the things he’d like to
do, but instead she cums as Howard is describing what the
store clerk smelled like: dandruff shampoo and mint chew. 
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THE FIVE-MINUTE DATE

Shannon Robinson

‘Java chip frappuccino for Anonymous.’ 
I sip and check the time: 2:30. He’s thirty seconds late.

Four minutes and thirty seconds left. You can’t fall in love in
five minutes, so I’m safe. 

I don’t want to be here. Why did that stupid blind date
site have to find a match for me? And why did I give in to my
friends and make a profile in the first place? I thought I had it
sussed, though: nobody would be crazy enough to agree to
the five-minute time limit I  suggested on my profile.  So I
wouldn’t have to do this. 

Somebody did.
The door swings open, gushing wind. It’s a guy, and he’s

approaching my table. Wind-dishevelled curls, an ocean-blue
button-up shirt,  jeans snug but they don’t  make him look
like he’s from the ’80s. A heartthrob, but late. 

He sits down too fast, almost falls off his chair. Is that
supposed to be cute. A grin. 

‘Sorry I’m late.’ So he noticed. ‘Name’s Elijah.’ 
Is that an Irish accent I can hear? An Irish guy with a

Hebrew name. 
‘The bus was crazy-schedule.’ 
He doesn’t drive, can I live with that? Four minutes left. 
‘So your profile was a little cryptic. You work in the culi-

nary business, you’re straight and… you don’t like ducks?’
He’s observant; not observant enough to work out that

‘culinary  business’  means  I’m an  underpaid  waitress  in  an
over-hyped diner, though. You can’t be too careful.
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‘Ducks are evil,’ I reply. 
He doesn’t look weirded out like most people do, even my

closest  friends,  but  the  confusion is  there.  Unhidden.  He’s
sincere. Three minutes and thirty seconds. 

‘Swans are the worst of all. I apologise – I didn’t get your
name,’ he says. 

That’s because I didn’t give it. ‘Lilith.’ 
He smirks, it pisses me off. ‘Liar. You blinked twice.’
His perception makes me nervous. ‘Natalia. Talia for short.’
I sink into my chair a little more, he sits up. 
‘It’s nice. Natalia, the Latin meaning of Christmas Day.’ 
Oh. My. God.
His drink arrives before he orders; so he’s a regular. The

barista flips her extensions over her shoulder and smiles like
Pennywise. He smiles back, but he’s looking at me.  Ba dum.
Ba dum. Ba dum. Any louder and the whole cafe would hear
my heart. Two minutes, where did the time go? Chocolate
frappe with extra cream, this man doesn’t give a shit about
his weight. I edge nearer. There must be something wrong
with him. Is he sitting too close? Is he partially blind? 

‘Would you rather live in a cave or a treehouse?’ he asks. 
Ba dum ba dum ba dum. 
‘Both. I’d live in a treehouse with secret underground tun-

nels and caverns.’
He laughs  a  symphony.  Question,  answer,  shy  smiles.

Question, answer, laughter. Question, ans– 
Beeping. Zero minutes left. 
One more smile, as he picks up his cup. 
‘Thanks for the date, Natalia.’ 
He leaves. Now to stare wistfully at my phone for a week. 
Ba dum. Ba dum. Ba…dum. 
Ping! 
Can we make it ten minutes next time?
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HOME IS WHERE THE HEART IS

Alesha Hartnett

In the minuscule town of Saint Corrs,  Miranda and Greg
Ducker were preparing to welcome the newest addition to
their family, eight-year-old Penelope. They had seen photos
of the girl and met her once. She was an obvious choice for
them; in desperate need of the kind of love and care the
Duckers wanted to provide. They embraced the challenges
she would bring with her. They had read all the books and
passed all the assessments.  The adoption agency said they
were ready, so they believed they were.

Things  began  smoothly.  Penelope  arrived  ahead  of
schedule. When she got out of the car she was laden with
clothes: yellow silk gloves, bright red tights and knitted scarves
of every colour covered her chin, neck and chest. The clash-
ing colours only highlighted her cement complexion and the
purple bags under her eyes. 

She was an oddity. This didn’t faze the Duckers in the
slightest. They were oddities themselves.

‘Hello, Penelope, I’m Miranda, and this is my husband,
Greg,’ Miranda said in her calmest voice, the one she’d prac-
tised in front of the mirror almost every day since the con-
firmation of the adoption.

‘Pen.’ The girl corrected, shuffling forward like a slug with
her  lunch-box-sized  suitcase.  She  resembled  an  evacuee
child, minus the label. Ironic since the Duckers lived in the
countryside.

‘Alright, Pen. Are you hungry?’
‘Nope.’ 
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The carer rolled her eyes, wished the Duckers good luck
and left. It felt like a hit and run.

Pen rejected everything that the Duckers offered her.  But
she never got loud or angry; she simply declined it all and
lay on the floor to sleep. She had no toys or any object of sen-
timental value, spare a blacked-out jar. 

Miranda  took  Pen  directly  to  the  local  toyshop.  Pen
wanted nothing. Most parents would have welcomed a child
who didn’t  throw fits  over  expensive  plastic,  but  Miranda
was disconcerted. She wasn’t sure if it was the fact that Pen
didn’t act like a child, or that she didn’t feel like a mother.
Either way, it bothered her – and so did something else.

In the car home from the toyshop, Miranda confirmed
the  sickly  smell.  She  unwound  the  window  to  relieve  the
stench, but it  just  wafted past her face on its way out. The
smell grew so pungent it made Miranda’s eyes water. She had
to hold her breath to keep from throwing up. In the rear-
view mirror, the child seemed unconcerned. 

Pulling into the drive, Miranda jumped out of the car
gasping.  Pen  jumped  down  onto  the  stones  and  wobbled
over to her, like a garishly-dressed penguin.

‘OK?’ Pen asked. The horrid stench remained. Had she
ever been washed? As expected, Pen’s response to the sugges-
tion of a bath was no.

‘Why not?’ Miranda asked. She was genuinely curious. 
The question evidently  took Pen by surprise.  Her lips

quivered; no response. 
‘Then you’ll  have  one  while  you  think,’  said  Miranda,

firmly.  She  snatched  the  child’s  yellow-gloved  hand  and
tugged her into the house, up the stairs and into the bath-
room.  Surprisingly,  Pen allowed  herself  to  be  yanked and
pulled. Her layers of her protection were stripped away, one
by one. The more material Miranda removed, the worse the
smell became. She was determined to find the root of the stink.
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She peeled off the last scarf. And then, Miranda vomited
into the toilet.

Strapped to Pen’s chest was a small baby carrier. Inside
the carrier was a rotting heart. 

Pen cooed at the decaying organ, soothing it and telling
it not to be afraid. Miranda screamed for Greg, but he was
fast asleep with the TV blaring. 

Miranda strained to calm down; nothing in the adoptive
pamphlets had prepared her for this.

‘Pen,  whose  heart is  that?’  Miranda  used  her  calmest
voice to maintain some sanity. 

Pen looked at her, the biggest smile on her face. 
‘Mummy’s. Daddy’s is too mushy.’ 
Miranda was afraid to ask, but she did.
‘And where is Daddy’s?’
Pen  stroked  the  red  muscle,  decomposed  gelatinous

blood seeping down her stomach.
‘Jar.’ 
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ALL THAT GLITTERS

Katie Oliver

The water in the shower ran clear today, albeit with a strange
metallic  smell  that  made Cecilia  think about the  taste  of
blood. Still, it was an improvement; last week the water had
been brown, and the week before there had been none at all.
It had been a dry summer, and all the houses in the neigh-
bourhood had received a message from the water supplier
apologising for the disruption, with assurances that they were
working  on  getting  everything  fixed  as  soon  as  possible.
Judging by today, everything seemed fine, or fine enough. It
was no secret that water supplies were dwindling, but they’d
evidently come up with something, for now at least. 

Cecilia inhaled deeply, letting the steam envelop her. If
she ignored the smell and the black mould blooming on the
bathroom ceiling, she could almost pretend she was under a
waterfall; somewhere else. Taking a shower was high on the
list of Cecilia’s priorities. She spent an irresponsible amount
of  her  meagre  salary  on toiletries,  the more luxurious and
tropical-scented  the better; her current shower gel was  fla-
voured with pineapple and contained real gold. 

Under the comforting streams of warm water, Cecilia
could be anyone. Anything. A socialite on her third Carib-
bean holiday of the year, rinsing white sand from her im-
possibly lithe body. The last blue whale in the world, filter-
ing plankton  through her  teeth.  A mermaid,  whose  silver
scales  lured wayward sailors  to  untimely  death.  Someone

                                                                                                                                



who did things, went places. Formed normal relationships.
The spurts of water coughed and sputtered, until even-

tually they stopped altogether. It was just as well, really; the
metallic smell was quite unpleasant, and her skin was start-
ing to itch. As she stepped out into the real world and began
to dry off, she noticed a large patch of dry, scaly skin on her
right thigh.  Never mind, she told herself: nothing that a bit
of passionfruit and papaya moisturiser couldn’t fix.

It was a bad night. Cecilia itched constantly and barely slept
as a consequence, woke covered in flakes of her own skin:
flesh confetti. It was depressing, she mused, to witness the
real-time collapse of a body.  She dabbed moisturiser onto
the offending patches and scrolled through the news. Her at-
tention was caught by an article about two girls in the Philip-
pines who had grown silver scales all over their legs and tor-
sos. They became overnight celebrities with a heavily sub-
scribed VidiLink channel, and were flown out to America to
do a tour of the big chat shows.

Real Life Mermaids! 

Close-up shots showed the shimmering gashes vivid against
the girls’ dark skin. The main picture showed both of them
smiling directly at the camera, holding hands; the smallest one
was missing a front tooth. Cecilia thought they  looked very
happy. She rubbed in the last of her cream.

By the next  morning it  was apparent that  something
was amiss: the dry patches had spread so that Cecilia’s legs
and torso were  almost entirely  covered. She wasn’t prone to
strong emotions, finding them unnecessarily tiring; even so,
she felt an undeniable sense of panic about the current state
of affairs. She knew she was reaching a sell-by-date on her
looks, but at thirty-seven she wasn’t quite yet ready to admit
defeat. 
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Experimentally, she peeled one of the longer strips of
skin on her thigh; the curl of shrivelled tissue was tacky yet
crisp around the edges, like a smear of glue not yet fully set.
The top layer came away easily enough, revealing an unmis-
takable flash of silver. She rubbed at the patch slowly, then
with  increasing  urgency.  The  more  she  scrubbed,  the
brighter it shone. It had an other-worldly quality; shiny and
pearlescent. It glittered. Compelled, Cecilia got out of bed to
get her e-reader and brought up the article from yesterday.
She pressed a silver patch on her thigh and felt a connection
with the little girls smiling halfway across the world.

From the moment Cecilia set up a LyfeShare account
and uploaded her first picture, things happened with dizzy-
ing speed. She’d felt the need to tell someone, anyone, what
was  happening  to  her,  and  it  wasn’t  as  if  there  was  an
abundance of friends and family crowding round to listen.
The full-length mirror shot that showed off her silver legs
and scaled torso marked her out as one of the more extreme
cases,  and  interest  was  frenzied.  The  flurry  of  likes  and
shares resulted in over  2,000 followers, much to her shock
and – she admitted it – delight. The tabloids picked up the
picture and produced  stories  light on fact and leaden with
aggressive formatting. 

Mermaids DO exist! Blonde bombshell Cecilia, 37, 
is UK’s FIRST case of Glitter Scales.

That was what they were calling it: Glitter Scales. Of course,
scientists had come up with a fancy Latin name, but most
people weren’t  going to bother with that.  Besides,  Glitter
Scales sounded cute, like something a six-year-old girl might
be obsessed with, or a make-up trend that a LyfeSharer Plat-
inum Plus might wear at a festival. 

Suddenly Cecilia’s life was fuller than ever, times a thou-
sand. A stream of online adulation, amazement, abuse. There
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were daily requests for interviews and chat show appearan-
ces, and she appeared on the news with a celebrity scientist.
An offhand mention of her love for all things tropical resul-
ted in the arrival of a drone at her front door eight hours
later,  bearing  a  month’s  supply  of  Guava  Crush  hair
products (Take your hair on holiday!) For the first time in her
slightly disappointing life, Cecilia was  someone,  a Person Of
Note. It almost felt like she had friends, or something like it,
if she ignored the online death threats. She only had to post
a couple of meaningless words on social media and within
minutes she was flooded with  responses. There was noise
where there had once only been a vacuum.

It didn’t take very long for the deaths to start. Exactly two
weeks after Cecilia first discovered her scales, the two girls
from the Philippines turned yellow, then died. The follow-
ing day it was the Californian pensioner, and the next it was
a group of Australian farm workers and a Ukrainian basket-
ball  player.  Statements were duly released by the relevant
governments promising that resources were being poured
into  finding  a  solution.  Regrettably,  there  was  no  known
cure. People were advised to use bottled water to wash, if
they could afford it – otherwise, the best hope was to wait
for the rain to come and stock up on purifying tablets. If you
could afford those. The full timeline of the Glitter Scales ex-
perience was still being established: for most people it was
approximately three weeks after the scales appeared that the
whites of the eyes and skin turned yellow. Internal bleeding
following shortly after. Most died by a cardiac arrest, but it
was reported that one woman choked to death after the skin
inside her throat and mouth disintegrated.

The public  took it  hard;  they had thrown themselves
wholeheartedly into the Glitters’ lives and felt cheated that
the colourful experience was fleeting. Determined to squeeze
every  last  drop,  subscribers  jumped  by  the  thousands
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overnight and shrines  appeared  wherever there was space
for a candle; outside supermarkets, beaches, public toilets.
There was talk of a commemorative song being recorded by
a group of celebrities.

It was late afternoon: the time Cecilia usually did a live chat
with her followers to let them know how her day was going.
She inhaled shakily and focused on her reflection: a gnarled
patchwork of silver and yellow. Her chest felt that crushing
sensation she’d become horribly familiar with over the past
few days. The silver scales at her throat shimmered, brighter
than ever. 

She broke into another coughing fit, not bothering to
turn away from the camera as blood and mucus spattered
the screen. A new comment appeared almost immediately.

thats brutal lol

Hands trembling, Cecilia reached for a wet-wipe and tried
to clean the computer screen. Her earnest attempt promp-
ted an intense flurry of likes and comments, the app on her
phone buzzing angrily as they poured in. 

hun, ur so brave. 
Soooooo sad! <3 
How long do you think you have left? 
:(
#JusticeForGlitters
fuck your an absolute freak of nature

She decided not to wipe away the blood that was now trick-
ling from the corner of her mouth. She felt strangely beauti-
ful. And satiated, full up with all their words. She drank them
in, glittering. Slipping away.
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Cecilia, know that I’m praying for you. xxx 
Gross
@huni237 you watching this??? 
Cecilia, I’m so sorry that you’re experiencing this 
#JusticeForGlitters
There must be something they can do to help?? 
#JusticeForGlitters
this is so fuckin fake 
Jesus will protect you Cecilia 
u deserve to be raped
im gonna miss you so much C :( :( x
This is a SICK aesthetic!!!!!!! 
#JusticeForGlitters
#JusticeForGlitters
#JusticeForGlitters

She had never been so popular. 
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LA GROSSE FLORA

Lisa Gaultier

La Grosse Flora was a big black dog. She wasn’t fat, so I’m
not sure why they called her Fat Flora, but they did, and La
Grosse Flora being a dog, she didn’t mind. She lived in a vil-
lage in western France called Poitiers, a good forty years ago
when my mother Dominique was still a child. They grew up
together in Dominique’s family house, one of those modern
residences  that  sprouted  by  the  hundreds  in  picturesque
landscapes, built to accommodate a sudden flow of students
in  a  time  of  economic  growth.  The  house  wasn’t  fancy.
‘Modern’ may sound expensive, but among the cabbages and
flowerpots it meant anything from lack of money to lack of
taste, neither of which abounded among the Dubois family. 

Nevertheless, La Grosse Flora had a lot of space to run
around. For the first three years of Dominique’s life – and
every  weekend after  that  –  they both lived at  the  grand-
parents’ farm, which was slightly outside of town and slight-
ly outside of its times. There they stubbornly spoke poite-
vin, refusing French in spite of all government efforts to ho-
mogenise langage in the country. When she was eventually
sent to kindergarten Dominique didn’t speak French at all,
and had to adapt to a sudden bilingual lifestyle. 

La Grosse Flora loved going to the farm, for obvious dog
reasons. The grandparents, Pépé Aimé and Mémé Paulette,
had cats there,  which spat on La Grosse Flora and hid in
high places,  and  chickens, which cackled and fluttered out
of her way. And goats. The goats weren’t at all well behaved.
They ate the flowers. Mémé Paulette’s solution to the prob-
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lem was to put Pépé Aimé’s old smelly socks on their muz-
zles  and  attach  them  to  their  horns  with  strings,  which
looked quite undignified. But they were goats, so they didn’t
mind.

Dominique was the eldest of three daughters and La Grosse
Flora’s favourite. The other daughters, Marie  and Joséphine,
were  too  childish;  they  pulled  the  dog’s  ears  and  played
pranks on her and only  cared about her  when they were
bored.  Dominique’s  parents  resented  her  for  not  being  a
boy, which in my opinion is something very unreasonable to
resent your child for, so they gave her a masculine-sounding
name. She, in turn, resented them for that. 

She would have  liked to  be  rebellious,  but  she  didn’t
have the temperament for the wild life of an angry teenager.
Instead she read every book she could find, which was, in a
small town and in a family such as hers, quite a rebellion in
itself. Maybe this lack of appreciation is what brought she
and La Grosse Flora together. They gave each other the un-
conditional love they failed to get from others. 

Dominique got up early in the morning and took her
bike to school. La Grosse Flora got up earlier to wreak dog
havoc among the many churches of Poitiers, ‘the town of a
hundred bells’. One day, while on their separate journeys, La
Grosse Flora stumbled upon my mother riding her bike and
became very excited. When you’re a dog, it’s always very ex-
citing to stumble upon your favourite  person;  so  excited,
she  followed her  all  the  way  to  school,  which  made  Do-
minique  laugh.  She  got  off  her  bike,  stroked  La  Grosse
Flora’s head and went up the stairs inside the building. 

La Grosse Flora followed. 
When she realised the dog had entered the school, Do-

minique didn’t  know what to do.  This was middle school
and in middle school it took very little to acquire a reputa-
tion. Your dog following you inside the school didn’t count
as very little; it counted as quite a lot. My mother tried to
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lose La Grosse Flora in the morning rush, zigzagging up the
stairs as fast as she could. I’m not sure what the other stu-
dents thought, seeing a dog running among them like she
had places to go, classes to get to. I expect a lot of them still
tell it as a fun anecdote to their children, like my mother
does. 

Dominique got to her class and the teacher closed the
door;  she  hoped  she  wouldn’t  be  discovered,  despite  the
awkward fact of a strange dog loose in the school. But dogs
have a really good sense of smell, so La Grosse Flora found
the classroom fast enough. She couldn’t get in, so she star-
ted howling and howling and howling, with all the strength
of the big dog she was, which was a lot; very loud, and very
disruptive, especially among children who would rather do
many  other  boring  things  than  listen  in  class.  And  this
didn’t  count as a boring thing.  It  was a very entertaining
thing. 

My mother was mortified. She tried to pretend she had
no idea what this random dog was playing at, screaming in
the corridor. I’m not sure what the teacher thought, but I
expect  she  welcomed  the  absurd  interruption  almost  as
much as everyone else in the class. Everyone else except Do-
minique.  Eventually  the  door  had  to  be  opened,  so  that
someone  could  notify  the  headmistress  there  was  a  dog
loose  on  school  grounds;  and  when  the  door  opened  La
Grosse Flora bounded in and flung herself at her favourite
person,  who  by  then  couldn’t  reasonably  pretend  not  to
know her. 

Dominique and La Grosse Flora were sent to the head-
mistress’s office. My mother was terrified. I would say that
being a headmistress must be a bland and ungrateful job,
spent handling horny, stupid teenagers doing horny, stupid
things, and incompetent teachers unable to deal with any of
it.  For all I know, in a small countryside town in western
France in the Seventies, dogs got into schools much more
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than you’d expect, so maybe headmistresses looked harshly
on such adventures. But it turned out that this headmistress
was quite the dog enthusiast. She found the whole story en-
dearing,  so there was no punishment;  Flora was simply es-
corted off school grounds and that was that. 

Afterwards,  Dominique  was  late  to  class  more  than
once.  She had to explain to teachers about swerving into
little streets at top speed on her bike, to lose her over-enthu-
siastic dog. More than once, it was a convenient excuse if
she  overslept.  To  our knowledge, La Grosse Flora never got
into  the  school  again,  but  who  knows  what  kind  of
shenanigans dogs get into.

Time passed and La Grosse Flora grew older and older.
Then she got sick, cancer sick. She didn’t run after Dominique
in the mornings anymore; it was my mother who ran home
from school to make sure she was alright. 

One day, she came home and couldn’t find La Grosse Flora
anywhere.  Her parents  were  fed up having  a sick  dog  and
they’d taken her to the vet to put her down. Without telling
anyone, without telling Dominique. My mother never got to
say goodbye. I’m not sure why they did such a thing. 

Years later, she brought me to the farm and told me of
her adventures, and as I ran around it felt almost like they
were running beside me, little Dominique and her big black
dog, laughing among the outraged chickens and sock-wear-
ing goats.
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THE HOUSE OF CHICKEN WIRE

Jon Call

The only thing she couldn’t get used to in this desert were
the sunsets. Eileen had seen plenty before, over mountains
and lakes and trees, but never one that slowly went out, a
simmering campfire at the edge of the world.

It’s all just for me, she thought. I’m the only one who can
see the curtains close.

The fire crackled beneath the pops of egg white and sizz-
ling chicken. She had killed the chicken earlier that morning
to celebrate the finished chicken coop and the successfully
rigged landscape floodlights. It was easier this time – killing
the chicken. The grocery store woman had told her to break
the neck instead of chopping the head off. ‘Less blood that
way,’  she said.  ‘That’s  how the ranchers do it.’  Eileen had
even scalded the bird instead of plucking handfuls of feath-
ers, which saved some time. She felt good when she had the
chicken dressed and ready to cook before sundown. She was
really getting the hang of this.

She cut into the meat, revealing the complete white of
the bird, no pink this time. She slid the contents of the cast iron
pan onto her makeshift, wooden plate and ate. It was warm and
juicy, probably the best meal she’d made yet. Eileen’s famous
chicken and eggs, she thought. A gourmet meal. Only available
at Eileen’s Pleasant Ranch.  She thought about taking a few
two-by-fours from the shed and carving her property sign
after she finished eating. She should probably carve ‘Private
Residence’ on it, too, just to remind the locals that this place
is hers, now.
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The coals of the fire burnt out as the sun met its golden
hour. The shadow of the house stretched far into the desert,
and Eileen stood up to see her shadow stretch as long as the
house’s. She never thought she could be as big as a house,
built  to last,  holding herself  up against the elements.  She
liked that idea – standing on this,  her own wasteland for
decades,  the  dust  erasing  her  coarse  features  down  to  a
smoothness. She could last forever.

Out of the sands emerged a dark figure: not a man, but
an animal, a dog. Eileen stood her ground. As the dog lum-
bered towards the porch, she considered grabbing her  .22
rifle, but the dog was a walking skeleton, exposing its flimsy
legs  and the  texture  of  its  ribs  against  the  golden desert
backdrop. It stopped a few yards from Eileen, watching her.

‘Hey girl.’ Eileen held her fist out to the dog, but stayed
alert, unsure of what it’d do. ‘You look hungry. I might have
something for you inside, if you want.’

The dog lowered its head and arched its back. 
‘I’m not here to hurt you girl,’ Eileen said. Her fist shook

a little.  The dog stepped back,  arching even more, before
turning its attention to the chicken coop. It inched toward
the coop, glancing back at Eileen with each step, watching
her every move.

‘No,’  Eileen said,  raising her  voice  stiffly.  But the  dog
kept moving until it was right next to the coop. The chick-
ens shuffled to the back, chirping and fluttering, unnerved
by the four-legged stranger. 

Eileen froze, toes tingling in her roomy boots.
The dog dove at the fence, pushing its head through the

wiring. The chickens flapped wildly. Eileen screamed, trying
to scare it away, but  the dog  caught a chicken in its jaws,
shaking it vigorously. The bird’s cries wavered and died out.
Eileen charged the dog, lifting her knee up, kicking at the
hungry animal’s throat. It immediately dropped the chicken
and scampered off.
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Eileen braced her arms on her knees, panting. She wat-
ched the  dog,  only  a  dark shape now,  slowing down and
stopping in the distance. She looked down at the chicken. It
was dead. She clenched her lips and fingers. She had only fin-
ished that coop yesterday, and now there was a  gaping hole
in it. She stood straight and looked at the dog.

‘Goddamn bitch dog!’ she screeched. She stomped back
to her porch and reached inside the door, grabbing her .22 ri-
fle and shoving loose ammunition into her front pocket. 

The dog was barely a shape in the dark.
Eileen  snorted  and  switched  the  floodlights  on.  The

light lit a perimeter around her house, but faded where the
dog crouched. The rifle felt sturdy and light in her hands. It
made Eileen feel like a force to be reckoned with, standing
on her porch surveying the perimeter. She tucked in her lip
and scowled like a gunslinger in a standoff, solid as stone. I
am a house, she thought. Nothing is going to jeopardise that.

Eyes of green sulfur flashed in the night: the dog’s eyes,
darkness hiding its form, suggesting something bigger. She
raised the gun and aimed. The beast wouldn’t know what
was coming. Then as quickly as they had appeared, the eyes
were gone. In the yellow light, the bony dog limped towards
her, its pink tongue hanging. It slunk forward slowly, each step
seeming harder than the last. Its eyes were hollow and pained.

Eileen stepped back, hesitant. She’s weak, she thought. Per-
haps she scares easy. She tightened her finger on the trigger,
aimed  past  the  dog’s  head and  fired.  The  dog  froze.  The
gun’s kick pulsed through Eileen, its sound lost to the night.

‘Get out now, girl,’ Eileen hollered, taking a bullet out of
her pocket and quickly reloading. ‘Don’t you dare go close to
those  chickens.’  But  the  dog  kept  moving,  watching  her
carefully.  Eileen stared back, letting the barrel  of  her gun
follow the animal. The chickens flapped around in their coop.
The dog stopped at the coop and looked down at the  dead
chicken.  It stuck its head through the hole it  had created
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and lifted the corpse delicately in its jaws. Eileen stepped off
the  porch  onto  the  sand,  aiming  down  the  sight  at  the
blackness  of  the  dog’s  fur  as  it  tried  to  pull  the  chicken
through  the  wiring.  She  advanced.  The  dog  dropped  the
chicken and scampered backward, its eyes widening. Eileen
pulled the trigger.

When she looked up from the sight, the dog was on the
ground, dragging itself through the dirt, inch by inch. Its tail
beat the sand frantically as it pawed and pushed the sand
away.  It  made  a  shrill  noise,  piercing  the  whisper  of  the
wind. Eileen stepped closer. She felt like a stone inside, cold
and compact.  She stopped over  the  dog as  it  panted and
brushed  the sand with its head.  Short bursts of  breath  ex-
pelled through its nose, leaking air from damaged lungs. Its
eyes were full with pain.

Eileen stood grounded, as if a weight pushed her into
the sands. She tried thinking of the reason she’d fired, tried
to find an excuse to call it an accident. But she didn’t know
why.  She  watched  the  dog  and  fumbled  to  load  another
round, hoping to put it out of its pain. But when she cocked
and pointed, the dog was already dead.

The  only  sound  was  the  wind  kicking  up  the  sand
around  her,  filling  the  night  with  noise,  making  her  feel
small and the dog even smaller. The look of pain had left the
dog, but it wasn’t tranquil in death either. It lay there as a
part of the wasteland itself, a feature to be forgotten, eaten
by the sands around it.

Eileen turned and walked into her cabin. She grabbed
the two-by-fours and a buck knife, and began carving into
the wood,  her  hands shaking.  She worked for  hours that
night, digging as deep as she could, until she was tired of
digging. She placed the dog in the hole and buried it. In the
dead of night, when the wind stopped blowing and all was
still and quiet, she placed a cross at the head of the grave
with the name ‘Eileen’ carved into it.
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THE WALLET

Jacob Young

Roughly 42 per cent of marriages end in divorce. My mum
never married my dad, although the two of them were to-
gether so long that their eventual separation came with all
the symptoms of a divorce.

If we’re being honest, he’s not  technically my dad. He’s
the man who raised my twin brother and I from birth, had
three kids of his own with my mum and provided for us over
the years. So, I’ve always seen him as my dad and he’s always
treated me like his own son.

A bit confusing? We’re used to it.
Shortly after their separation, my mum met a Royal Navy

officer. They were married within six months; by the time
I’d finished infant school, I knew I wouldn’t be attending the
junior  school  next door.  My siblings and I  left  our home
town of Plymouth and moved 170 miles away. It was agreed
with our dad that  all  the kids would visit  him every half
term and school holiday. And we did. 

After we left, my dad grew closer to somebody else. Her
name was Sabrina and she’d lived with us when my parents
were still together; she’d been studying at the local univer-
sity. It felt  strange, watching my dad fall in love with our
former lodger. It seemed to happen very gradually. My sus-
picions were aroused when he invited her to be his guest at
a family gathering. My suspicions were confirmed when she
became pregnant with his child.

They got married, too. I remember the wedding well. I
was nine years old and the reception happened at my old
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Plymouth home. The living room was littered with white and
gold decorations and Iceland’s finest buffet food dominated
the dining table. The atmosphere was incredible, and it felt
like a fresh start for my dad. 

The next day, he and the new stepmum gave us presents.
One each. I can’t remember what my siblings got but I was
given a  wallet.  Black leather.  There was something about
the texture of smooth cow-skin that made me feel  adult.
The one I had  was made with Velcro, so I was just glad  to
own something that didn’t screech every time it was opened. I
unfolded the new wallet. There was an inscription inside:

TO JAKE,
LOVE,

DAD & SABRINA
20/08/08

I  loved it.  That  wallet  saw me through cinema visits,
babysitting  jobs,  and  school  trips.  It  made  me feel  like  a
grown-up whenever I used it. I liked carrying round some-
thing that reminded me of my dad. 

Then four years later, I lost it. 
I was cycling home from the shop when I checked my

jumper  pocket  and  found  it  empty.  I  retraced  my  steps,
searching for what felt  like ages,  but couldn’t  find it.  The
wallet was well and truly lost. I remember getting back on
the bike, gripping the handlebars tightly; the thought of let-
ting my dad down tormented me. I cried my way home. I
couldn’t afford a new wallet. So, I had to improvise, carrying
my coins in a sandwich bag. It was see-through and rustled
every time I took money out. I think it was noisier than the
Velcro, but I was happy the bag made my coins waterproof. 

I wasn’t due to visit my dad until October half term, so I
had enough time to figure out a plan. I knew I couldn’t keep
the improvised version forever; people sniggered every time
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I took it out, and a friend told me coins were already water-
proof, so there wasn’t much going for the sandwich bag wallet.

Then came the Michaelmas Fayre.
Every September, my village ran a small fete. Looking

back, it was more of a glorified car boot sale. Middle class
residents poured the contents of their houses onto unsteady,
rectangular  tables,  hoping  local  scavengers  would  relieve
them of their unwanted possessions. A few years on, those
same scavengers realised they didn’t want whatever second-
hand rubbish they’d bought, and so they set up their own
unsteady, rectangular tables and the whole cycle continued.

It  was  the  liveliest  event  of  the  year.  Marching  bands
paraded through the tiny roads and alcoholics hovered by
the drinks  raffle.  Children ran  around with  painted faces
and teenagers threw Fun Snaps on the pavement, pissing off
the entire village.

At thirteen, my friends and I didn’t quite know where
we fitted in. Too old to get our faces painted but too young
to enjoy a tombola. We wandered around endlessly, hoping
to find a rude magazine or a 15-rated  dvd. I  discovered a
small brown wallet. Made of leather, not plastic. I looked at
the man behind the table. He smiled at me.

‘See anything you like?’ he asked.
I pointed. ‘How much for that?’
The man picked up the wallet and handed it to me. ‘You

can have that for £1.50 mate.’
Bargain!  ‘Yes  please.’  I  took  out  my  sandwich  bag  of

coins and counted out £1.50 in silver – coppers would have
been plain rude – thanked him,  and walked away. My pur-
chase stank of smoke and dust. The spine was wrinkled from
being folded over, many times, over the years. I didn’t mind,
though; the wallet was quiet. 

I  inspected  the  inside.  There  was  no  inscription  but
there was a rusty silver zip which operated a coin pouch. I
transferred the contents of my sandwich bag into the wallet
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before  checking  the  card  holders,  just  in  case  the  elderly
man  had  forgotten  something.  My  index  finger  felt  a
strange, rough texture inconsistent with the smooth fabric,
so I hooked it out. I’d discovered a five-pound note!

I felt fantastic. Of all the wallets I could have chosen, I
picked the one with money! I was on top of the world. I rushed
off to find my friends. ‘So really, I made a profit of £3.50,’ I
said, relieved at how well my replacement was going. 

I took the magical money-making wallet to school the
next day. I was no longer the boy who paid for things with a
sandwich bag. Now I was now the boy who paid for things
with the money he had accidentally found.

Then one day, at school, I received that dreaded text from
my dad. 

Free to FaceTime?
I still hadn’t told him about the lost gift. I knew I had to

tell; I was going to Plymouth in a month, so he was bound
to find out then. 

A few hours later, I was staring at  his pixelated face on
my laptop screen.  He looked the same as always;  a  silver
polo shirt and a chin covered in stubble. I couldn’t tell if the
top of his head had lost more hair or if it was just the poor
lighting. We had a general catch up, which got me onto the
topic of the Michaelmas Fayre, which led me nicely onto the
tale of my money-producing wallet. I took a deep breath and
told the story, the exact same way I’d told all my friends, but
my dad didn’t so much as smile. When I’d finished the story,
he didn’t laugh. He just sighed. 

‘So what happened to the wallet I got you?’
I’d expected the question, but I still didn’t quite know

how to answer it.
‘I... lost it,’ I said. ‘I’m really sorry, Dad.’
He looked annoyed. I felt painfully inconsiderate. I had

replaced a sentimental gift and then presented it as a story
to laugh about, not thinking about how my dad would feel. I
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was learning that wallets carry a lot more than just money.
What he said next made me feel terrible,  but looking

back now, his reply was almost funny. 
At the start of the story, I told you that 42  per cent of

marriages end in divorce. My dad and Sabrina became part
of this statistic. I was eighteen when they split up, nine years
after  they gave  me the  wallet.  And it  was  so  much more
painful than anything else I’d experienced. The separation
altered my relationship with my siblings, destroyed a place I
used to call home and worst of all, shattered my image of
my  dad.  He  was  unnecessarily  difficult  throughout  the
whole  process  and made Sabrina’s  life  a  living hell.  I  wit-
nessed  countless arguments and was on the end of many
upsetting FaceTime  calls. I’ve lost a home, I’ve lost a dad and
I’ve lost a part of myself.

I think I’ve had four wallets since the wedding gift. The
brown money-maker is long gone. It’s strange how none of
them meant as much to me as the one wallet that meant
everything to me. But if I hadn’t lost it, I would have thrown
it in the bin by now. 

I  remember  looking  at  my Dad through that  pixelated
screen, at a time when we were still a kind of family, when
everyone was just fine, and what he said might have been
the perfect prediction of the kind of person he was about to
become. 

‘But Sabrina and I are only going to get married once,’
he said. 

Looking back, losing a fucking wallet doesn’t seem like
such a big a deal.
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DUBLIN

Jessica Ingram

We follow the river  which breaks the city in  half.  Dublin
means ‘dark pool.’  It was founded by the Vikings. Pigeons
peck each other on the great white iron bridge, stretching
over the water. Red brick townhouses stand stacked next to
each  other;  granite  statues  look  down  on  us  and  smile.
We’ve come here to party. We’ve arrived into a city of ghosts
and charming, smiling people, pride bursting from their in-
sides. It’s believed that the dead can cross over tonight. 

Children run with buckets, past cobwebs strung along
bushes,  past  pumpkins  and  piles  of  apples.  They  scream
‘Trick or treat!’  There are traditional turnip lanterns with
wonky smiles  carved into them.  It  smells  like  petrol;  like
burning; people have fires in their homes tonight.

We march on. We have a mission. 
We join the constant churn of people, waiting for the

lights to go green. The city feels like a cute pop-up book.
Everybody is twinkling,  happy and busy.  The world looks
like  a  medieval  stage.  The  narrow  streets  are  lined  with
churches  and  pubs  with  names  like  The  Bleeding  Horse,
The Blind Beggar and the Norseman. The oldest pub, the
Brazen Head, was built in 1198. How can something be so
old? Skeletons in windows, blood and caution tape. Potato
snacks that taste like meat.

The air is extra crisp. We turn a corner.
The famous Temple Bar neighbourhood spreads out over

                                                                                                                                



the cobbled lanes. It has been called over-priced but we don’t
really care. We want to see it anyway. Within Temple Bar
lies  The  Turk’s  Head,  The  Stag’s  Head,  The  Foggy  Dew.
Prostitutes once lingered here. We follow a ruckus; a stag
party. They wobble furiously; loutish, unpleasant behaviour.
Somebody moons. 

And then suddenly, we’re all startled: there’s a humong-
ous Christmas tree above the door of the pub. People try to
take selfies with it, awkwardly contorting their bodies. It’s
three  months  premature;  we  want  to  be  scared,  not  re-
minded of the inevitable end of another terrible year. 

Pushing past the posers, we scrabble to find a seat.  A
bloated Santa hangs from the ceiling. Every inch is covered
in red tinsel, white lights and golden stars. We’re stunned.
Oceans of alcohol are being are being poured down people’s
throats. Big steaming pints of Guinness, frothy, creamy and
black. Two women order six Baileys on ice. A man gestures
wildly, ‘A pint a that!’ ‘Thanks a million, thanks a million,
thanks a million’ rings like a blessing around us. We made it.
We’re actually  here,  dudes.  Everybody looks beautiful  and
we’re so glad to be alive. A haggard-looking man sits on the
stage with his pot of gold and does rock ‘n roll covers and
everybody sings along and sways together. 

A red-faced man in a black and white suit gets us a pint
of Magners (100% Irish! 17 types of apples! Served over ice!),
and  then  disappears  downstairs  through  a  trapdoor.  The
bartenders pour two pints at a time, like machines. Whisky
the colour of amber, smoky, smooth and sweet. We down an-
other pint. We get woozy. We’d decided not to sleep before our
8am flight: a mistake, we realise. We prop our floppy heads up
with our hands.  People don’t have enough hands to carry
their  bags.  The smoking area with the River Gods carved
onto the wall. We peek up at them from the high stools with
our legs swinging. We are impaired. We laugh like pixies. 

We hop on a tour bus and sit in the open air on the top
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and take photographs and go ‘Toot toot!’  The tour guides
tell us ‘Guinness Is Good for You!’ and that Guinness built
an empire and built houses for the poor. Guinness, the fam-
ily. Guinness, the brand. A whirlwind tour, our hair blows
wildly. We whizz past army barracks to Phoenix Park, past
the President’s house with the light always on to welcome
lost souls back home. We contemplate this, all of this in the
vivid yellows and oranges of autumn. The wind stings our
ears. No ooze, No pss is scribbled on a note and stuck on
the door of a pub. They let us in anyway.

We sashay to Trinity College, but it looks like Hogwarts
to us.  People queue to see the Book of Kells.  We can’t be
bothered. Joyous people are graduating in black gowns and
white fluffy things around their shoulders. Too many beau-
tiful high heels and suits. We get scared and we don’t go in-
side. Not today. 

Instead  we  find ourselves  swallowed  up  by  the  Dead
Zoo: a magnificent relic of the Victorian era. The sheer op-
timism of killing and stuffing everything. A giant Irish deer,
a polar bear, even a sabre-tooth tiger. They stare at us with
bulging eyes. A whale hangs silently from the ceiling. Speci-
mens. There are 10,000 animals from all around the world in
this place, slowly rotting. 

A ghostly museum guide pops out of nowhere and gives
us  random facts,  solemnly  and sincerely,  as  if  he’d  never
seen daylight or had a real meal. Is he a prisoner? We try to
flirt with him and he goes white and vanishes. Four hundred
and fifty tissue samples from beached whales languish in-
side glass jars. And then, the collection of ‘bog bodies’ – four
human figures in varying states of preservation, dug out of
the midland bogs. The hair, the sinewy legs, fingers with fin-
gernails intact. They never said they wanted to be here.

We get burgers and cheese fries from Smokin Bones and –
from a stranger, a chef who hurt his back in an accident and
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turned  to  crime  –  some  cannabis  fudge.  Six  small  pink
squares with gold glitter on top. We can’t stop looking at
them. Sweet, sweet poison. They gently melt in our hands.

It is time.
We drink lukewarm vodka and Fanta from dusty glasses

to save money, throw on our pirate costumes, our fishnets
and bandanas. We paint on smoky eyes to match our black
and  white  stripes.  Skirts;  corsets;  lots  of  jewellery.  A
stranger says that we look like tramps.  We think we look
hot.  We laugh at the  utter  stupidity  of  our ex-boyfriends
and say ‘Flights, not feelings.’ We make it our mission to see
more of the world. It’s important. It’s  not too late.  A taxi
driver appears in a flash, a darling,  the friendliest man of
them all  –  Seamus.  His  beautiful  voice  sings  to  us,  ‘Aye,
what’s the craic?’

We chat about Brexit, it was supposed to happen today.
We were told we might not be able to get back into England
if we came here on holiday, but we didn’t feel like that was a
bad thing and so we booked it anyway. £25 return flights –
climate-conscious, but give us a break. We needed to escape.
I  tell  Seamus  if  the  Tories  get  in  I’ll  kill  myself  and  he
chuckles. He says we are making a mockery of ourselves. We
start to feel sick so he opens the window and lets the air
rush in. He drops us outside a gay bar, because it’s a better
destination than where we were going. ‘Temple Bar? That’s
for tourists, this way is better ladies!’

‘Cheers mate!’ we shout as we stumble outside.
We make a friend in a white wig with long black gloves

and  pink  eyes,  as  we  stand  and  smoke  before  going  in.
There’s a drunk man with blood on his nose and a slightly
squished eye who shouts ‘Fuck you!’ and then kicks the win-
dow. We’re safer in a group, so we stand together. ‘These are
my streets!’  he  roars.  Somebody howls.  There  are  clowns
walking down the road and a vampire nearly gets run over,
his cloak flowing seductively behind him. Sexy zombies stag-
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ger towards us. The streetlamps flicker.
We are at The George. I find out months later it is Ire-

land’s oldest and biggest gay bar. They welcome us into the
chaos: nuns, police officers arresting each other for imper-
sonation, a triad of nerds. A girl with a water gun filled with
vodka takes immeasurable joy in squirting it  into people’s
mouth. They rotate around us in a circle of happiness. We
make best friends with a bisexual priest with a lovely smile
and he blesses us in every language he can think of. 

There’s a girl wearing her Mum’s wedding dress and her
brother – ‘the slut of the family’ – in a rainbow leotard. We
find another pirate and say ‘Yay!’ and then he deep throats
his sword. There is loud pop music and a massive disco ball.
We tell  people  we’re  from London and shout  ‘Cunt!’  We
dance and hug each other and watch the golden, glittering
drag queens work it on stage. We cheer them on. Somebody
offers us ‘party juice’, but it’s 100 euros, because ‘it’s purer
here’. He says, ‘Are we going to have a party at yours?’ and
we giggle and run away. We book a holiday to Barcelona:
‘Flights, not feelings!’ It seems like the best idea ever. 

We go to sleep, satisfied. 

We wake in a musty warmth. Somebody must have their heat-
ing cranked up because it’s pouring through the walls. The
window only opens an inch and we’re tired. We’ve walked for
miles. We get a fry-up in a dodgy cafe opposite the Mich-
elin-starred restaurant. There’s parsley, the eggs are pale and
thin, the beans come in a separate wicker bowl, there are too
many mushrooms, which look like faces.  The coffee  is too
sweet.  We have  nothing  left  to  do  but  eat  the  chocolate
weed fudge we acquired: we can’t take it home. 

Suddenly,  my  friend  begins  to  laugh  maniacally,  her
eyes and mouth wide. Her pale face scares me. Our hearts
pound in our chests and we feel dizzy and begin to shake.
The colours are too bright. This is what a whitey feels like.
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We deserve  it.  A  cathedral  looms  behind  us,  a  menacing
presence. 

Terrified  of  throwing  up  breakfast  –  the  thought  of
those slimy eggs make us retch – we rush for an unoccupied
bench  and try  not  to  make eye  contact  with the  families
playing around us. Dogs drink from the fountain. Here is
where St Patrick baptised the first Irish Christians with the
water  that  flows  beneath  the  ground.  People  have  been
coming here to worship for nearly one thousand years. 

We think about Hell.
We limp our way to the Viking museum. It’s safe and

warm inside. There’s an exhibition on the Black Death, and
a life-size model village. It’s ‘Living History!’ We think that
people are statues, but then they start to move. We get lost
in a maze. There’s the tomb of Strongbow, a warlord, and
the heart of a Saint. There’s a tower, but we don’t climb it. 

We buy ourselves jewellery, we walk in the rain, we buy
a milkshake. 

And we leave.
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